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[1] We have developed a dynamic aerosol model that is capable of treating the binary
nucleation of sulfate gas and its condensation to form aerosol particles. Coagulation
among sulfate particles and of sulfate particles with nonsulfate particles is also treated. The
model is built in a modular fashion that allows its easy incorporation into a global
chemical transport model. The model uses the method of modes and moments to describe
the aerosol size distribution, with an arbitrary number of modes possible. The
parameterizations in the model are valid for tropospheric as well as stratospheric
conditions. No operator splitting or fixed time steps are applied so that all aerosol
processes are allowed to fully interact with each other during each time step. Here we
examine the predictions of the model in comparison to a sectional model for a suite of test
cases chosen to represent the range of possibilities in a global CTM. We show that the
predictions for both number and surface area are within a factor of 1.2 of the sectional
model for the four mode version of the model and are only slightly degraded if only two
modes are specified. The prediction of the number of accumulation mode particles is
within a factor of 2.1 of that from the sectional model within the boundary layer. INDEX
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1. Introduction

[2] There has been increased recognition of the impor-
tance of aerosols to climate, and a corresponding interest in
including the indirect and direct effects of particles in
models for climate and climate change prediction. Sulfate
compounds have been of particular interest for a number of
reasons: they often constitute a major fraction of the mass of
particulate matter (e.g., in the eastern United States [see,
e.g., Malm et al., 1994]); sulfur has both natural and
anthropogenic sources; and new particle formation from
gas phase sulfate is important in determining aerosol num-
ber concentrations, which are needed to compute indirect
effects [Penner et al., 2001]. However, the presence of
nonsulfate aerosol particles can significantly alter new
particle formation from gas phase sulfate if gaseous sulfate

can condense onto preexisting aerosol particles and draw
down the sulfate concentration below the level needed for
homogeneous nucleation. Commonly considered nonsulfate
aerosol types in global Chemistry and Transport Models
(CTMs) are sea salt, mineral dust, soot and other organic
compounds. Measurements have shown the importance of
nonsulfate aerosols in a variety of environments [e.g., Bates
et al., 1998; Russell et al., 1999; Raes et al., 2000; Huebert
et al., 2003].
[3] In the past many CTMs assumed fixed size distribu-

tions when evaluating the radiative effects of aerosols
[Penner et al., 2001, 2002]. However, aerosol number
concentrations should respond to variations in sources and
sinks of particles and account for the observed significant
temporal and spatial variability in aerosol size distributions
[Clarke and Kapustin, 2001].
[4] Several approaches have been developed to represent

the aerosol size distribution in atmospheric models, includ-
ing continuous [e.g., Suck and Brock, 1979; Tsang and
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Brock, 1983], discrete (with many variants, including sec-
tional) [e.g., Gelbard and Seinfeld, 1980], moment [Wright
et al., 2001], and modal representations [e.g., Whitby et al.,
1991].
[5] Recently, aerosol size distribution were predicted

within the framework of several regional and global
models. For example, Yu et al. [2003] (six-moment
approach), Wilson et al. [2001] (modal approach),
Binkowski and Roselle [2003] and Mebust et al. [2003]
(modal approach), Ghan et al. [2001] (modal approach),
Jacobson [2001] (moving center sectional approach), and
Y. Zhang et al. [2004] (sectional approach) simulated
aerosol size distributions with a main focus on tropo-
spheric aerosols. Weisenstein et al. [1997] and Timmreck
[2001] applied a sectional approach to simulate strato-
spheric sulfate aerosol in two-dimensional and three-
dimensional global models, respectively.
[6] Here we present a fast aerosol module for a global

CTM that is based on a modal approach and predicts the
formation of sulfate aerosol, its size distribution and the
interaction between sulfate and nonsulfate aerosol com-
ponents. The nonsulfate aerosol components that we
consider are assumed to follow a fixed size distribution.
The simulations that we present here were done off-line
from the CTM, so that there is no influence from
transport in these simulations.
[7] Previous work by Wilson et al. [2001] which is

conceptually similar to our dynamic aerosol model uses a
simplified homogeneous nucleation scheme and an oper-
ator splitting method to achieve a one hour time step.
However, during nucleation events coagulation and con-
densation are as important as nucleation itself. An accu-
rate treatment of those events is only possible if all
relevant processes are allowed to interact on the short
timescales typical for nucleation. Nucleation largely deter-
mines the aerosol number concentration and size in the
free troposphere and lower stratosphere. Thus the chosen
nucleation scheme has a strong impact on the aerosol
number concentration [Korhonen et al., 2003]. In our
model, no operator splitting or fixed time steps are
applied to processes associated with the aerosols, so that
all processes are allowed to fully interact with each other
during each time step. The time step is dynamically
adjusted in order to achieve a predefined accuracy of
the numerical scheme. The model is formulated for an
arbitrary number of modes. The code has a modular
structure so that it is easy to exchange and test different
parameterizations and to add or remove different pro-
cesses. In the current version we implemented four
different nucleation schemes.
[8] In addition, our formulations are valid for a wide

range of atmospheric conditions that cover tropospheric as
well as stratospheric conditions. The vapor pressure over
the sulfuric acid solution is also predicted. This is
important for an accurate prediction of the sulfate mole-
cules in the gas phase in a global CTM since the vapor
pressure over the solution varies over many orders of
magnitude from the lower troposphere to the stratosphere.
[9] We use a sectional model as a benchmark to

validate our model [Weisenstein et al., 1997]. The sec-
tional model can represent any form of the size distribu-
tion and accurately predict its evolution. However, the

sectional model only treats pure sulfate aerosol particles
and is computationally expensive. We compare the differ-
ences between the new aerosol module and the sectional
model to quantify the errors in the new aerosol module.
Then, we compare the differences between the aerosol
module with and without nonsulfate aerosols to examine
the effect of nonsulfate aerosol particles on number
concentrations and the aerosol size distribution.

2. Model Description

[10] The UMaer model describes the dynamics of sulfate
aerosol and its interaction with primary emitted nonsulfate
aerosol components based on the method of modes and
moments. The term mode refers to an aerosol subpopulation
characterized by an analytical function for its size distribu-
tion. In our model we assume that each mode follows a
lognormal distribution. By using more than one mode we
treat the size distribution of the total aerosol population as a
superposition of lognormal distributions. Using proper
definitions for each mode the modes can be identified with
the nucleation, accumulation or coarse mode. We also use
separate modes to distinguish between aerosol subpopula-
tions of different composition.
[11] In the current implementation of UMaer we use two or

more modes for sulfate aerosol. The exact number of sulfate
and nonsulfate aerosol modes are input parameters to the code
which are provided during an initialization step. Here we
present results from simulations with two and four sulfate
aerosolmodes. If nonsulfate aerosol components are included,
we use two modes to represent organic and black carbon,
and four additional modes to represent mineral dust and sea
salt particles in the submicron and supermicron range.
[12] Since a lognormal distribution is defined by three

parameters (total number concentration, geometric mean
radius and geometric standard deviation) each mode is
uniquely described by three moments. The radial moments
of a size distribution are defined by

mk ¼
Z1
0

rk
dN rð Þ
dr

dr

where d N(r)/dr is the number of particles in the interval
between r and r + dr. The lowest four moments are related to
the total number concentration (m0), the mean radius (m1), the
surface concentration (m2), and the aerosol mass concentra-
tion (m3). If the size distribution is lognormal the moments
can be calculated analytically [Seinfeld and Pandis, 1997].
[13] In the current implementation we predict two

moments for the sulfate aerosol number and mass concen-
tration. The geometric standard deviation of each mode is
assumed to be constant during the time integration. Non-
sulfate aerosol modes are assumed to follow a predefined
background size distribution that does not change during the
time integration. However, nonsulfate aerosol becomes
mixed with sulfate when sulfuric acid condenses onto these
aerosols, when pure sulfate aerosols coagulate with the
nonsulfate aerosol, or when sulfate is formed through
aqueous reactions in drops that contain nonsulfate aerosols,
so that the amount of sulfate associated with each nonsulfate
aerosol mode must also be predicted in the model. Humidity
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growth of sea salt and organic particles and the particle
growth due to sulfate associated with all particle types is
included.

2.1. Sulfate Aerosol Dynamics

2.1.1. Homogeneous Nucleation
[14] Homogeneous nucleation is the process whereby

new particles are formed from the gas phase. Here we
consider binary homogeneous nucleation in the sulfuric
acid, water system.
[15] In many regions the aerosol number concentration is

dominated by the number of sulfate aerosol particles that are
formed by homogeneous nucleation. Thus homogeneous
nucleation is one of the main drivers for the total aerosol
number concentration. Several parameterizations exist for
binary nucleation of sulfate aerosol. However, the predic-
tions from these parameterizations can differ substantially
[e.g., Zhang et al., 1999].
[16] We implemented four different nucleation parameter-

izations in our aerosol module [Zhao and Turco, 1995;
Fitzgerald and Hoppel, 1998; Kulmala et al., 1998;
Vehkamäki et al., 2002]. All schemes are based on the
classical theory that treats sulfate aerosol particles as liquid
droplets. Hydration effects are included in the Kulmala and
Vehkamaeki schemes.
[17] Here we focus on results from the Vehkamäki et al.

[2002] scheme. For the test cases discussed here we
obtained initial conditions from a CTM simulation that
included a prediction of sulfate mass, but did not include
a prediction of sulfate gas (see section 3.1). Thus the
partitioning of sulfate between the gas and particulate phase
was not available. For our test cases, we prescribed a
constant initial relative acidity. This, of course, is different
than would be the case if the UMaer model were coupled to
a CTM, since the sulfate gas concentration would vary
depending on the meteorological conditions, the history of
an air parcel, and the applied nucleation scheme. Although
we compared the UMaer simulations with that from the
sectional model using other nucleation schemes, the com-
parisons were similar to those shown here. Therefore we do
not examine the consequences of these different schemes
here but plan to examine them within the context of the
GRANTOUR CTM [Penner and Herzog, 2002].
[18] The Vehkamäki et al. [2002] scheme provides a

consistent set of parameterizations for the sulfuric acid
saturation pressure, the surface tension, the density, com-
position and mass of the critical nucleus and the homoge-
neous nucleation rate. The parameterizations are in
agreement with available experimental data for a broad
range of environmental conditions (230.15 K < T <
305.15 K and 1% < RH < 100%). In addition, the nucleation
rates from the parameterization agree with the nucleation
rates from the calculations of the full classical theory for
temperatures larger than 190 K. To extend this parameter-
ization to even lower temperatures and relative humidities
we applied the calculated the nucleation rate for the lowest
value of temperature (T = 190 K) or relative humidity
(RH = 1%) for which the parameterization is valid if the
actual temperature or relative humidity fell below these
values.
[19] For the surface tension of sulfuric acid solutions we

apply the parameterizations given by Vehkamäki et al.

[2002]. The saturation vapor pressure for pure water is
calculated according to Preining et al. [1981]. The satura-
tion vapor pressure of pure sulfuric acid follows Ayers et al.
[1980] with the low-temperature correction taken from
Kulmala and Laaksonen [1990].
2.1.2. Sulfate Aerosol Composition and Size
[20] When a particle is formed by homogeneous nucle-

ation we assume that it instantaneously adjusts to the
composition given in the parameterization developed by
Tabazadeh et al. [1997] for water uptake or release. This
parameterization for the sulfuric acid aerosol composition is
valid for temperatures between 185 K and 260 K and relative
humidities larger than 1%. The aerosol composition is given
as the sulfate mass fraction in a particle. For temperatures
and relative humidities outside this range we use the values
predicted by the upper or lower limits for temperature or
relative humidity. Size-dependent effects of the aerosol
composition are ignored in this parameterization.
[21] The number of sulfate molecules per particles can be

calculated from the predicted mass and number concentra-
tion in each mode. The mean mass of particles in each mode
after water uptake is derived from the sulfate mass fraction
and the molecular weight. The particle density for a given
composition and temperature is calculated according to the
parameterization given by Vehkamäki et al. [2002].
The particle size after water uptake can be derived from
the particle mass and its density. This particle size is used in
all size-dependent processes in the model.
2.1.3. Condensation and Evaporation
[22] A particle can grow in size by the mass transfer of

gaseous sulfate to its surface followed by condensation of
the gas at the particle surface. Condensational growth takes
place as long as the number concentration of sulfate
molecules in the gas phase Ngas is larger than the equilib-
rium gas phase concentration Ngas

equ. (Ngas and Ngas
equ have

units of number of sulfate molecules per volume air). The
condensational growth process is limited by the diffusion of
gas molecules to the particle surface and proportional to the
particle number and size (i.e., to the surface area in the
kinetic regime and to the radius in the continuum regime).
Condensation increases the mass Mp in the particulate phase
(in units of number of sulfate molecules per volume air).
Under the assumption of spherical particles, condensational
growth in each mode can be described by

@

@t
Ngas ¼ �4pabD Ngas � Nequ

gas

� �
rpNp ð1Þ

@

@t
Mp ¼ � @

@t
Ngas ð2Þ

with

a ¼ exp �ln2sg
� �

b ¼ 1þ 1:33Knþ 0:71

1þ Kn
þ 4 1� �ð Þ

3�

� �
Kn

� 	�1

Kn ¼ l
rp

Nequ
gas ¼ gX exp

2spmp

R*Trp
rp

�1

 !
Nsat
gas
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Np and rp are the particle number concentration and the
volume mean radius of a given mode, respectively. a is
dimensionless and corrects for the effect of the size
distribution on the condensation rate. sg is the geometric
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution of a given
mode. Here a is calculated based on the assumption that
the condensation rate is proportional to the particle size.
Hence a ignores the size dependence of the Knudson
number Kn and of the saturation vapor pressure over a
curved surface.
[23] Here b is the correction factor for noncontinuum

effects and imperfect surface accommodation [Fuchs and
Sutugin, 1971; Seinfeld and Pandis, 1997]. We assume a
unity accommodation coefficient e in the test calculations
reported below. However, in the code e can be specified for
each mode individually. l denotes the mean free path for
H2SO4 molecules in air. l and the diffusion coefficient D
for H2SO4 molecules in air depend on the ambient temper-
ature and pressure [Chapman and Cowling, 1970; Davis,
1983].
[24] The equilibrium gas phase concentration Ngas

equ over a
particle depends on the activity coefficient for sulfate g, the
sulfate mole fraction X and the saturation concentration Ngas

sat

of pure sulfuric acid over a flat surface. For g we use the
parameterization given by Taleb et al. [1996]. The param-
eterization for X assumes an equilibrium of sulfate aerosol
particles with the ambient water vapor [Tabazadeh et al.,
1997]. The Kelvin or curvature effect is described by

exp
2spmp

R*Trp
rp

�1

 !

and depends on the particle properties such as surface
tension sp, molecular weight mp, density rp and radius rp
[Seinfeld and Pandis, 1997]. T denotes the in situ
temperature, R* the universal gas constant. Evaporation
creates smaller particles which eventually disappear
completely.
2.1.4. Coagulation
[25] Coagulation occurs when two particles collide and

stick together, reducing the number concentration but con-
serving the mass and volume concentration of particles in
the atmosphere. Two particles can coagulate due to their
(random) Brownian motion, due to a difference in fall
velocity (gravitational collection) or due to turbulent effects
of the flow (turbulent inertial motion and turbulent shear).
Only Brownian coagulation is considered here since it
dominates coagulation for particles with radii in the submi-
cron range [Seinfeld and Pandis, 1997].
[26] For Brownian motion three different flow regimes

need to be considered: the continuum, the free molecular,
and the transition regime. In the continuum regime the
particle radius r is large compared to the mean free path
of air molecules lair and the particle motion is determined
by the air viscosity. In the free molecular regime (r � lair)
the particle motion is governed by the inertia of air
molecules hitting the particle. In the transition regime r
and lair are of the same order.
[27] In order to describe particles in all three flow regimes

we apply the interpolation formula of Fuchs [1964] for the
coagulation kernel:

Kij ¼ 4p Di þ Dj

� �
ri þ rj
� �

� ri þ rj

ri þ rj þ d2i þ d2j
� �1=2

0
B@ þ

4 Di þ Dj

� �
v2i þ v2j

� �1=2
ri þ rj
� �

1
CA

�1

ð3Þ

with

Di ¼
kBT

6p hair ri
1þ Kni 1:249þ 0:42exp � 0:87

Kni

� �� �� 	

Kni ¼
lair

ri

di ¼ 2
ri þ lið Þ3� r2i þ l2i

� �3=2
3rili

� 2ri

li ¼
4Di

pvi

vi ¼
8kBT

pmi

� �1=2

The coagulation kernel Kij describes the collision prob-
ability of two particles with radii ri and rj. Di is the particle
diffusion coefficient with Cunningham slip factor. li and vi
are the particle mean free path and thermal velocity,
respectively. kB, T and Kni denote the Boltzmann constant,
the in situ temperature and the Knudson number, respec-
tively. The mean free path of air molecules lair depends on
pressure and temperature [Seinfeld and Pandis, 1997]. For
the dynamic viscosity hair we use the temperature-
dependent Sutherland’s equation [List, 1984].
[28] In our approach we apply the volume mean radius of

each mode in equation (3). As previously discussed the
humidity growth is taken into account when calculating the
volume mean radius. Coagulation can occur between
particles of the same mode (intramodal coagulation)
and between particles of different modes (intermodal
coagulation).
[29] Intramodal coagulation reduces the number concen-

tration per volume air Ni of mode i over a time step dt
according to:

@

@t
Ni ¼ �0:5KiiN

2
i dt ð4Þ

[30] Intermodal coagulation removes particles from a
mode i with smaller volume mean radius and adds their
mass to a mode j with larger volume mean radius. The
particle number change in mode i is given by:

@

@t
Ni ¼ �

X
j>i

KijNiNjdt ð5Þ

The mass transferred from mode i to mode j is given by

@

@t
Mi ¼ �

X
j>i

KijMiNjdt ð6Þ

2.1.5. Gravitational Settling
[31] Aerosol particles are removed from the atmosphere

by gravitational settling, and wet and dry deposition. These
processes are typically part of a transport model and are not
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described by the dynamics of the aerosol population. For the
test cases presented below, however, we included gravita-
tional settling as a loss mechanism. Since gravitational
settling is strongly size-dependent these tests allow for an
additional evaluation of the representation of the aerosol
size distribution in our model.
[32] The gravitational settling velocity of an aerosol par-

ticle with radius rp follows the Stokes law with Cunningham
slip correction factor [Seinfeld and Pandis, 1997]:

vgrav ¼
2

9

g

hair
r2prp 1þ Kn 1:257þ 0:4exp �1:1Kn�1

� �� �� �

with

Kn ¼ lair

rp

If one neglects the size dependence of the Cunningham slip
correction, the settling velocity is proportional to the square
of the particle radius. Hence, for a mode of lognormally
distributed particles the effective radius for gravitational
settling is

reff ¼ rg exp ln2 sg
� �

where rg and sg are the geometric radius and standard
deviation, respectively. The geometric radii for the particle
number distribution and particle mass distribution of the
same mode differ by a factor exp (3 ln2 sg). The effective
radii for mass and number concentration can be expressed in
terms of the volume mean radius according to rvol:

rnumeff ¼ rvol exp �0:5 ln2 sg
� �

rmasseff ¼ rvol exp 2:5 ln2 sg
� �

In order to derive a loss rate for gravitational settling in our
box model calculations we arbitrarily assumed a box height
of dz = 65 m.
[33] The mean loss rates due to gravitational settling over

a time step dt for the mass and number concentration in
each mode i are

@

@t
Mi ¼ �vmassgrav dzMi dt ð7Þ

@

@t
Ni ¼ �vnumgravdz Ni dt ð8Þ

2.1.6. Chemical Sources and Cloud Processing
[34] Atmospheric sulfate is produced by the oxidation of

the precursor gases DMS, SO2 and H2S in the gas or
aqueous phase. In our aerosol box model we apply constant
source rates for the production of gas phase and
aqueous phase sulfate. The source rates are derived from
a simulation of present-day sulfate aerosol burden using the
GRANTOUR CTM [Walton et al., 1988; Penner et al.,
2001, 2002].
[35] Sulfate produced in the aqueous phase increases the

mass of particles that have acted as cloud condensation
nuclei (CCN). CCNs are either scavenged by precipitation

or released back to the atmosphere when the cloud droplets
evaporate. In our model calculations we assume that all
soluble aerosol particles larger than 0.1 mm in diameter may
act as CCNs.
2.1.7. Merging
[36] The mean particle size of each mode changes with

time due to the processes of condensation and coagulation.
Because of this and the width of the mode, particle growth
can lead to a substantial overlap between the size distribu-
tions of different modes. As a consequence, these over-
lapping modes represent a similar particle size range which
leads to a poor representation of the total aerosol size
distribution by the available number of modes in the model.
[37] In addition, for coagulation we assume that the

modes are ordered by size: particles in the first mode have
a smaller mean size than particles in the second mode,
particles in the second mode are smaller than in the third
mode, and so on. With no additional restrictions, the modes
can eventually change their order in size thereby violating
the assumptions made in the formulation of coagulation.
[38] In order to maintain a good representation of the

aerosol size distribution with the available number of modes
and to enforce the ordering of modes by size, the mean size
of each mode is only allowed to vary within a certain size
range. If the size distribution of a mode contains a signif-
icant number of particles that are larger than a predefined
limit radius for this mode the number and mass of particles
larger than this limit are transferred to the next mode.
[39] In the code this merging is implemented by using a

table lookup. During the model initialization, we calculate
the mean particle radius for each mode. This, together with
the fixed width of the lognormal representation in that
mode, determines the percentage of particles in each mode
that are larger than the limit radius. In the current imple-
mentation, merging takes place if more than 2.5% of all
particles in a mode are larger than the specified limit radius.
The table lookup tells us how many particles and how much
mass needs to be transferred to the next mode. Our merging
process conserves aerosol mass and number. However,
because of the constant width assumption the surface
concentration is not conserved when merging takes place.

2.2. Interaction Between Sulfate and Nonsulfate
Aerosol Components

[40] Sulfate gas can condense on both sulfate and non-
sulfate preexisting aerosol particles and sulfate particles can
coagulate with both. In the model we assume a fixed size
distribution for dry nonsulfate aerosol particles. The number
of nonsulfate aerosol components as well as their particle
density and size are specified during the model initializa-
tion. The size distribution of each non sulfate aerosol
component is represented by a superposition of up to
3 lognormal distributions. Nonsulfate aerosol particles
can change their size due to humidity growth and due to
the uptake of sulfate. Sulfate may attach to non sulfate
aerosol particles through condensation, coagulation or cloud
processing.
[41] Gaseous sulfate can condense onto the surface of

preexisting nonsulfate aerosol particles. The accommoda-
tion coefficients can be specified for each component
separately and were set to unity in this study. The conden-
sation and evaporation rates are calculated according to
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equations (1) and (2) applying the proper values for the
particle size, number and width parameter. For the Kelvin
effect we assume that the nonsulfate aerosol particles are
covered with at least a monolayer of sulfate.
[42] Coagulation between the predicted sulfate aerosol

modes and nonsulfate aerosol particles reduces the mass and
the number of pure sulfate aerosol particles. Coagulation
between nonsulfate aerosol particles of the same or of a
different type is not included in the model at this point. The
intermodal coagulation rates between sulfate and nonsulfate
aerosol modes are calculated according to equations (5)
and (6).
[43] Nonsulfate aerosol particles in the accumulation

mode can act as CCN (cloud condensation nuclei). Sulfate
formed in cloud droplets by oxidation of SO2 increases the
mass of each CCN. Hence sulfate from aqueous chemistry is
equally distributed among all accumulation mode particles
including particles from non sulfate aerosol components.

2.3. Advancing the Solution in Time

[44] The solution of the equations is advanced in time
using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme with a dynami-
cally adjusted time step [Press et al., 1986]. Over each time
period of interest which can be aligned to the time step of a
chemical transport model, for example, and is termed the
outer time step here an inner time step is defined by
subdividing the time period of interest into smaller time
steps using the following procedure. At the beginning of the
outer time step an initial guess for the first inner time step is
calculated based on the initial time derivatives of all
processes that are described in the previous subsections.
All prognostic variables are advanced twice in time: apply-
ing the full time step once and applying half the time step
twice. By combining both solutions the scheme becomes
fifth order accurate [Press et al., 1986]. A numerical error
of the time integration is estimated by comparing both
solutions. On the basis of this error a new inner time
step is calculated for the next advancement in time, if
the numerical error is below a certain threshold. If the
numerical error exceeds the threshold, the previous time
step is repeated with a shorter time step. In the model the
error estimate is based on a relative difference between the
two solutions. In the simulation performed for this study we
require that this difference is smaller than 5%.
[45] In a CTM, calculations must be performed at every

grid point. During one time step of the CTM, each grid
point is treated as an independent box. Our time aerosol
module is designed to treat a certain number of boxes
simultaneously. This number can be adjusted for optimal
performance on a specific computer and does not have to be
identical with the total number of grid points in the CTM.
Although multiple boxes are treated simultaneously the
inner time step in the aerosol model is calculated for each
box individually. During a strong nucleation event, the time
step can be shorter than 1 s. If nucleation is not active, time
steps of several hours are possible.

3. Comparison With a Sectional Model

[46] For validation we compared the UMaer model with
the sectional Atmospheric Environmental Research (AER)
model [Weisenstein et al., 1997]. In the standard configu-

ration the AER model treats 40 size bins for sulfate aerosol.
A fixed time step of 30 minutes is applied (with smaller
time steps for nucleation). For this comparison we increased
the number of size bins in the AER model to 150 bins to
reduce the effect of numerical diffusion between different
size bins. In addition, we reduced the time step in AER to
3.6 s to minimize numerical errors due to the use of an
explicit time step procedure in case of strong nucleation
events.
[47] Because the AER model only treats pure sulfate

aerosol, the interaction between sulfate and nonsulfate
aerosols in UMaer was switched off. However, for compar-
ison, we evaluated the effect of nonsulfate aerosol on the
simulated sulfate aerosol distribution. We performed calcu-
lations with two and four sulfate aerosol modes (subse-
quently labeled UMaer(2) and UMaer(4)) to determine the
optimal number of modes in UMaer. The simulation that
included nonsulfate aerosol included four sulfate aerosol
modes plus six nonsulfate aerosol components (subsequently
labeled UMaer(4 + 6)).
[48] In UMaer(2) merging takes place when the size

distribution of the smaller mode contains particles that are
larger than 0.05 mm. In the versions with four sulfate aerosol
modes the critical radii associated with merging are
0.005 mm, 0.05 mm and 0.5 mm for the first, second, and
third mode, respectively.

3.1. Initial Conditions

[49] We selected a total of 360 test cases from a simula-
tion of present-day aerosol burden using the GRANTOUR
CTM [Walton et al., 1988; Penner et al., 2001; Penner et
al., 2002]. The test cases were selected from four different
pressure levels (850 mbar, 500 mbar, 200 mbar and 50 mbar)
for six different days in January and July. We used the
conditions at a continental and a maritime location and at
locations with extrema in temperature, relative humidity,
sulfate concentration, sulfate production rates and nonsul-
fate aerosol concentrations. This strategy for test cases
allows us to cover a large range of initial conditions that
are typical of situations encountered in a CTM.
[50] For the initial partitioning of sulfate between the gas

and aerosol phase we assumed a relative acidity of 100%. If
not enough sulfate was provided by the initial conditions to
reach 100% relative acidity, all available sulfate was put
into the gas phase. With a prescribed relative acidity of
100%, 65% of all test cases in 850 mbar and 500 mbar had
no preexisting sulfate aerosol. At 200 mbar and 50 mbar this
fraction was 17%. The preexisting aerosol follows the size
distribution for sulfate aerosol measured by Milford and
Davidson [1987]. This size distribution consists of a super-
position of three lognormal distributions (see Table 1).
[51] In the UMaer simulation that included the interaction

with nonsulfate aerosol particles we used six additional
modes for the six different nonsulfate aerosol components
in GRANTOUR. For these six additional modes the amount
of sulfate that is attached to the corresponding nonsulfate
aerosol component is predicted. The nonsulfate aerosol
components represent organic and black carbon and two
modes each for sea salt and mineral dust, respectively. The
size distributions of the dry nonsulfate core follow the fixed
lognormal distributions that are listed in Table 1. Sulfate
that is attached to nonsulfate aerosol particles increases their
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size. In addition, humidity growth of sea salt particles,
biomass aerosols, and the effect of the attached sulfate
aerosol is taken into account.
[52] A relative acidity of 100% means a saturation with

respect to pure sulfuric acid. However, the saturation
pressure over a H2O-H2SO4 solution is significantly lower
than over the pure acid. Therefore a nucleation event is
likely to occur at the beginning of the simulation. The
strength and the duration of the nucleation event will
depend on the competition between nucleation and con-
densation to reduce the relative acidity. Subsequent
coagulation will play an important role in determining
the total aerosol number concentration. We performed
simulations for 10 days in our test cases. Here we discuss
the results after one day of simulation. We used the
parameterization of nucleation given by Vehkamäki et
al. [2002] for these test cases. The initial number con-
centrations of sulfate molecules in the gas phase vary
between 3.4 	 10�4 and 1.6 	 10+10 molecules per cm3,
with the highest concentrations in the lower troposphere.
This range was tested in order to allow a full set of
conditions to be examined at all altitudes. For example, at
850 mbar 40% of the test cases have initial nucleation
rates of less than 1 cm�3 s�1.
[53] Important characteristics of an aerosol population are

the total number concentration, the surface area concentra-
tion and the number of accumulation mode particles. The
surface area is important for chemical reactions on aerosol
surfaces. The accumulation mode particles can act as CCN
(cloud condensation nuclei) and are the most efficient
particles in scattering solar radiation. Here we define the
accumulation mode as the aerosol particles with a radius
larger than 0.05 mm and smaller than 10 mm.

3.2. Total Aerosol Number Concentration

[54] Figure 1 shows scatterplots of the comparison of the
predicted total aerosol number concentration in the UMaer
and AER models. Figure 1a is a comparison of the Umaer
particle number concentration with that from AER when the
mass and number concentration of four sulfate aerosol
modes is predicted. Since the number concentrations in
the different test cases span a range of over six orders of

magnitude, the results are plotted on a double logarithmic
scale. Each data point represents one test case. If there were
perfect agreement, the data points would lie along the main
diagonal. The other secondary diagonals mark differences
of a factor of 2, 10 and 1000, respectively. On average, the
agreement in the total aerosol number between the two
models is better than a factor of two. At 200 mbar, there are
a significant number of cases (8 out of 90) that do not agree
within a factor of two. However, these cases generally agree
within one order of magnitude.
[55] A measure c for the scatter between two models

can be obtained from the standard deviation of the distance
to the main diagonal in log space. Taking the logarithm

Table 1. Size Distribution Parameters for Preexisting Particlesa

Aerosol Component Ni ri, mm si
Sulfateb 0.8994 0.0210 1.514
Sulfateb 0.1002 0.0650 1.778
Sulfateb 0.0004 0.3515 1.230
OC/BCc 0.4286 0.005 1.50
OC/BCc 0.5714 0.080 1.70
OC/BCc 1.e-6 2.500 1.65
Dust1d 0.198 0.010 1.4
Dust1d 0.802 0.045 1.6
Dust2d 1.0 0.275 2.5
Sea salt1e 1.0 0.035 1.92
Sea salt2e 1.0 0.350 1.70

aNi is the normalized by the total number concentration, ri is the
geometric mean radius of the lognormal distribution, and si is its geometric
standard deviation.

bChuang et al. [1997].
cPenner et al. [1998].
dde Reus et al. [2000].
eQuinn et al. [1995].

Figure 1. Comparison of total number concentration after
1 day in UMaer and AER for two different configurations of
the UMaer model. See color version of this figure at back of
this issue.
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gives cases with low and high number concentrations a
similar weight and the standard deviation reduces the
influence of single outliers. If there is a perfect agreement
c = 1. If the considered cases agree on average within a
factor of 2, then c = 2. An agreement within one order of
magnitude gives c = 10. The quantity c is listed in Table 2
for the total number concentration and for different model
configurations. For UMaer(4) c is significantly smaller than
two at all pressure levels.
[56] When only two modes are used in UMaer to

represent sulfate aerosol the scatter between UMaer and
AER is increased by 20% to 30%. However, as shown in
Table 2 the models still agree to better than a factor of
1.4. The main reason for the increase in scatter is that in
UMaer(4) new particles from homogeneous nucleation are
not mixed with the Aitken mode particles as in UMaer(2)
but are considered by a separate mode. Hence, in
UMaer(4) coagulation and consequently the total number
concentrations are in better agreement with the AER
sectional model. On average, when all levels are consid-
ered, the four-mode model agrees with the AER model to
within a factor of 1.2, while the two-mode model agrees
to within a factor of 1.3.

3.3. Surface Area Concentration

[57] Figure 2 shows scatterplots of the surface area
concentration for two different model configurations. There
is very good agreement in the predicted aerosol surface area
between UMaer(4) and AER (see Figure 2a). Except for one
case with a very low surface area concentration the results
for all test cases differ by less than a factor of 2.
[58] Because coagulation is systematically underpredicted

with only 2 modes, UMaer(2) produces smaller particles on
average than does UMaer(4), so that the surface area
concentration tends to be overpredicted in UMaer(2) (see
Figure 2b). This effect is largest for the test cases at
200 mbar where the surface area in UMaer(2) is on average
twice as large as in AER and UMaer(4). However, all test
cases agree to within a factor of 5 and the average
agreement is better than a factor of 1.3 for the two-mode
model and better than a factor of 1.2 for the four-mode
model (see Table 2).

3.4. Accumulation Mode Particles

[59] At 50 mbar and 200 mbar, the number of accumu-
lation mode particles in UMaer(4) agrees very well with

AER with c values smaller then 1.5 (Table 2). However,
as shown in Figure 3a, UMaer(4) predicts a significant
number of accumulation mode particles for several cases at
500 mbar and 850 mbar whereas AER predicts no or
significantly fewer accumulation mode particles. For these
outliers (approximately 20% of all cases at 500 mbar and
850 mbar) the accumulation mode particles are in the tail
of the size distribution. These are difficult cases to resolve
for a sectional model unless the chosen bin resolution is
sufficiently narrow. When we compared the 40-bin version
of the AER model to the 150-bin version, substantial
differences occurred for these cases. For example,
Figure 4a shows a comparison with both the 150-bin
version of the AER model and the 40-bin version. The
40-bin model version has substantially more particles in
the tail of the size distribution. For these outlier cases the
number concentration after one day is dominated by
the coagulation of particles formed by the initial homo-
geneous nucleation burst. The size distribution is the
result of a growth and a broadening of the initially
monodisperse particles. The comparison of the two- and
four-mode UMaer model and the sectional model with the
AER model is also shown. The number of modes in the
UMaer model does not matter in this case. The UMaer
model is able to reproduce the mean particle growth.
However, the prescribed constant width parameter for the
modes in UMaer is larger than the width of the size
distribution predicted by the 150-bin version of the AER
model.
[60] If only two modes are used the scatter between the

results from UMaer and AER increases especially for the
test cases at 200 mbar (see Figure 3b). Figure 4b shows
an example where UMaer(4) reproduces the bimodal
distribution simulated by AER very nicely whereas
UMaer(2) overpredicts the mean size for its two modes
(especially for the smallest mode). As a consequence the
number of accumulation mode particles in UMaer(2) is
5 times larger than in UMaer(4) and AER for this
particular test case.
[61] Table 2 shows the c statistic for the number of

accumulation mode particles for all cases (relative to the
150-bin AER model) and for only those cases where the
40-bin and 150-bin models agree to within a factor of
two. The UMaer model is within a factor of 1.5 on
average of reproducing the AER result when only those
cases in which the 40-bin and 150-bin AER models agree

Table 2. Agreement Between Different Model Configurationsa

850 mb 500 mb 200 mb 50 mb All

Total aerosol number
UMaer(4) - AER 1.11 1.16 1.37 1.03 1.21
UMaer(2) - AER 1.14 1.23 1.40 1.34 1.31

Aerosol surface area
UMaer(4) - AER 1.20 1.13 1.11 1.03 1.14
UMaer(2) - AER 1.20 1.21 1.36 1.23 1.29

Accumulation mode particles, all cases
UMaer(4) - AER 2.10 5.98 1.28 1.07 2.93
UMaer(2) - AER 2.12 5.83 1.58 1.10 2.91

Accumulation mode particles, filtered cases
UMaer(4) - AER 1.13 1.31 1.13 1.07 1.16
UMaer(2) - AER 1.48 1.45 1.56 1.10 1.46
aThe values (c) are calculated from the standard deviation of the distance to the main diagonal in log space. Here c = 1 means no

scatter, all data point are on a perfect straight line. c = 2 means an agreement within a factor of two. The filtered cases only include
cases for which the AER versions with 40 and 150 size bins agree within a factor of 2.
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to within a factor of two are included (i.e., the filtered
cases). However, if the difficult cases where even the
40-bin and 150-bin models disagree are also included, the
UMaer model results are significantly degraded.

4. Effect of Nonsulfate Aerosol Components

[62] Figure 5 shows a comparison of the properties of
sulfate aerosol particles if nonsulfate aerosol particles are
allowed to interact with the sulfate aerosol dynamics. This
comparison quantifies the differences between a model that
only treats sulfate aerosols as either a single aerosol com-
ponent or as an externally mixed component and one that
treats the development of an internally mixed aerosol

through condensation, coagulation, and the production of
sulfate in clouds.
[63] If the interaction between sulfate and nonsulfate

aerosol is taken into account, the number of pure sulfate
aerosol particles is significantly reduced. As shown in
Figure 5a, this reduction often reaches several orders of
magnitude. In many cases homogeneous nucleation is
completely suppressed by the presence of nonsulfate aerosol
particles. The scatter between UMaer(4 + 6) and UMaer(4)
which is introduced by the interaction with nonsulfate
aerosols is substantially larger than the scatter due to the
different model approaches in UMaer and AER (see
Figure 1).
[64] The interaction between sulfate and nonsulfate aero-

sol particles tends to decrease the surface area concentration

Figure 2. Comparison of surface area concentration after
1 day in UMaer and AER. See color version of this figure at
back of this issue.

Figure 3. Comparison of accumulation mode particles
after 1 day in UMaer and AER. See color version of this
figure at back of this issue.
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of pure sulfate aerosol particles (see Figure 5b). However, if
the surface of the mixed particles has similar chemical
characteristics to pure sulfate particles, the effective sulfate
surface area will need to be reevaluated. Although in the
majority of test cases UMaer(4 + 6) and UMaer(4) are
within a factor of 2, there are a significant number of test
cases with larger changes. For many test cases the surface
area concentration in UMaer(4 + 6) is several orders of
magnitude smaller than in UMaer(4). This indicates the

Figure 4. Size distributions for two test cases after 1 day
in UMaer and AER.

Figure 5. Effect of the interaction of sulfate with
nonsulfate aerosol particles on the pure sulfate aerosol size
distribution. See color version of this figure at back of this
issue.
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importance of including the interaction between sulfate and
nonsulfate aerosols in CTMs.
[65] The number of accumulation mode particles in

Figure 5c is often reduced due to the interaction of sulfate
with nonsulfate aerosol particles. However, most of the test
cases at 50 mbar and 200 mbar are within a factor of 2
although there is often a much larger difference in the total
number concentration in Figure 5a for the same test case.
The large differences in the total number concentrations are
caused by differences in the number of small newly nucle-
ated particles that did not grow to the accumulation mode
size within one day. For approximately 15% of the test cases
at 500 mbar and 850 mbar, the presence of nonsulfate
aerosol completely suppresses the growth of pure sulfate
aerosol particles into the accumulation mode.

5. Summary and Discussion

[66] We have introduced the UMaer aerosol model and
shown that it can predict both number concentration and
aerosol surface area to within a factor of 1.2 on average
in comparison to a sectional model if four modes are used
to represent sulfate aerosol dynamics. If only two modes
are used, the average prediction is degraded only slightly,
to within a factor of 1.3 on average for both number and
surface area. The representation of accumulation mode
particle number concentration is not as accurate as that
for number and surface area. However, the average
representation is within a factor of 1.5 for UMaer(2)
and within a factor of 1.2 for UMaer(4) if only those
cases where the AER sectional model with 40 bins and
150 bins agree to within a factor of two are considered.
In the boundary layer, where the accumulation number
concentration determines the aerosol scattering and
absorption coefficient, the predicted accumulation mode
particle number in the UMaer model is within a factor of
2.1 of that predicted by the 150-bin sectional model for
all cases considered here for both the two- and four-mode
versions of UMaer.
[67] We were not able to test the nonsulfate version of the

UMaer model in comparison to the sectional model. How-
ever, the processes of coagulation and condensation have
been tested in the sulfate-only case and are expected to be
similarly accurate in nonsulfate cases. The predicted
changes associated with nonsulfate aerosols are generally
larger than the differences between the UMaer(4) or
UMaer(2) models for pure sulfate aerosols and the AER
model. This indicates the importance of including these
interactions in a CTM.
[68] The two-mode version of the UMaer model has been

added to the GRANTOUR global model [Penner and
Herzog, 2002]. The specific computer resources needed to
run the model depend on local conditions and vary from
parcel to parcel in the global model because of the dynamic
adjustment of the time step in each parcel. With a four hour
time step about one third of the parcels need only 2 or
3 iterations, two third of all parcels need less than
14 iterations and only less than 2% of all parcels need
more than 100 iterations. We found that overall, addition of
this module in the CTM GRANTOUR increased run times
by approximately a factor of two over the version of the
model that did not predict size distributions.

[69] We anticipate that the further development of the
UMaer model to include the prediction of the width of
the aerosol size distribution within each mode as well as the
prediction of the aerosol number and mass in each mode
will improve the agreement between the sectional model
and the UMaer model for the number of accumulation
particles. However, the present model is able to represent
the evolution of the aerosol size distribution to within a
factor of 3.5 on average.
[70] The flexible nature of this model makes it easy to

consider other nucleation schemes that involve other gas
and aerosol components, such as sulfate-mediated organic
components [R. Zhang et al., 2004; Kulmala et al., 2004],
ion-mediated nucleation [Laakso et al., 2002; Turco et al.,
2000], the ternary nucleation of H2SO4, NH3 and H2O
[Napari et al., 2002], and nucleation of biogenic iodide
emissions [O’Dowd et al., 2002]. In addition, consideration
of secondary organic aerosols [Chung and Seinfeld, 2002]
and of NH4 and HNO3 partitioning into the aerosol phase
[Adams et al., 2001; Rodriguez and Dabdub, 2004] is
straightforward. Future work will consider these mecha-
nisms as well as a comparison of observations to the
predictions from this scheme within a global model.
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Figure 1. Comparison of total number concentration after
1 day in UMaer and AER for two different configurations of
the UMaer model.

Figure 2. Comparison of surface area concentration after
1 day in UMaer and AER.
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Figure 3. Comparison of accumulation mode particles
after 1 day in UMaer and AER.

Figure 5. Effect of the interaction of sulfate with
nonsulfate aerosol particles on the pure sulfate aerosol size
distribution.
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